We live in an age of transition. The old hegemon is in decay, while new powers are on the rise. Many boast about “A New Era”. There will be a shift from a mono- towards a multipolar world. An era in which everything will be “better”. O yes, in the near future - compared to the old Western ego-society - certainly some (major) improvements will be made. Already the multi-polarity is putting a halt to global wars. Some (promising) initiatives are taken toward the health of the people e.g. the environment. But will the core of governance in the world really change for the better? Instead of one “Big Brother” several “Big Brothers?” BB is defined by the trias of totalitarian state power, rude (corporate) capitalism and overall surveillance of society. These are the forces through which Western Empires (US, EU) were (still are) aiming at total dominance. That is now coming to an end. It has led to the disintegration of society on all levels: extreme ego-centrism, superficiality, powerlessness, meaninglessness, breakdown of human relationships and the community, ethical indifference, violence, consumerism, virtual addictions, decay of cognitive functions, chronic disease and degeneration (Alzheimer). Contrary to this the new powers exhibit self-confidence, optimism, progress, even claiming “world leadership”. What you see, however, is that each tries to expand its own geopolitical influence. Worrisome is that they use very familiar phrases: markets, innovation, technology, opportunities, investments, companies, growth and profits. It is not difficult to guess: It is all about corporate expansion! The point is that Europe already had its peak in economic development and welfare. It discovered that “human values” eventually deteriorated because of total commercialization of society. Our point of view is, that a new wave of economic dominance is highly undesirable. Europe's main challenge is to build a new culture, in which not greed but spirituality is the foundation. China with its long-term thinking certainly includes the idea of future “africanization” of Europe. In that case Europe will be “invaded” by hundreds of millions of people who's aim it is to raise their standard of living. An attractive new market, indeed. So will the core of the global crisis – the Ego-Catastrophe – be addressed by these changes? Will society – from the individual to the community – indeed be healed? I am afraid that if the power triad (mentioned above) – mono or multi - will continue to dominate society no fundamental changes will be brought about.

The utmost priority: the “spiritualization” of Europe

The world can be divided into the rising and the falling powers. What people don’t realize is that both stages are of a totally different character. Many people just assume that both societies more or less function according to the same rules. The difference might only be that the former “have a strong economy” while the latter “have a weak one”. However, both entities are still ruled by the economy as a determining force. In that case there will be only a gradual difference – not a fundamental one - between the rising and the falling powers. With the (capitalist) economy continuing to dominate the globe, the decay of the planet as a whole – as manifested by the Climate Crisis – will be unstoppable. Nationalism won’t help either. It is still ruled by neo-liberalism (state, banks, corporations,
surveillance). It is even thinkable that the “multipolar world” (EU, USA, China and Russia) is just a stepping stone for World Government. Seen from this perspective the multipolar world fails to cure the major ailments of humanity. A third perspective is direly needed. Since the Western system has exhausted all its innovative power, and the new ones proceeding along old lines, this new openness can only come from a dimension beyond the current political “world order”. (Hence our slogan “Ego or Wholeness”). So, what is the fundamentally different character of a society on the rise and a society in decline? By careful observation it soon becomes clear that the former is all about material gain. From the individual to the government the excitement is all about becoming wealthy, prosperous, rich, influential, powerful and dominant. The new powers aim at the old “values” of economic growth and “progress”. In fact it is old wine in new bottles. With all effort, energies and power directed towards this major goal it can hardly be expected that other (equally or more! important) values (spirituality, nature, the community) get the emphasis they direly need. The great chance for humanity therefore lies with the powers in decay! First of all, the Western world “has had it all”. It has many decades of wealth behind it. It not only enjoyed it but also had to suffer the negative side of it. Larger groups of the population therefore long for fundamental change. A change that goes into the direction of true fulfillment, like contact with our deeper Self, friendship, interconnectedness, wholeness, mutual respect, mothers’ and children’s rights, community, self-sovereignty, peace, justice, harmony with nature and joy of life. These are values no Big Brother cherishes.

EGO
Being thrown upon yourself
Isolated entity
Cut off from the Whole
An uprooted humanity
Confronted by nothingness
Submerged in existential Angst

ANGST
and its consequences
Life under threat
Fear to lose everything
A defensive wall around yourself
Everybody against everybody
A criminal elite
Collective hysteria
Arms race
Crisis

WAR

PEACE IS TO BECOME PART OF THE WHOLE
ONCE AGAIN

Join the “WE ARE COSMOS!” Initiative

Cosmically speaking “rising” corresponds with expansion, while “falling” is synonymous with contraction. The movement of the first goes from a beginning (“zero-point”) towards an “endpoint” (centrifugal), pursuing a linear development. Its aim is to reach from A to B. All effort has to be focused on the same (one-dimensional) goal. A society in decay, on the other hand, moves from the “periphery” (its maximal expansion) back to the center (centripetal). The current Ego-Crisis corresponds with its “turning-point”: from growth to shrinking. It creates a totally different awareness in the minds of the people. Increasingly, to Western people the linear “progress” now appears an obsession, rather than a cherished shared goal. It becomes futile to strive for more, more and more of
the same thing: a new sofa, a second car, more holidays, more sex, more shopping, a new IPhone or computer, more friends on Fakebook, more video-games etc. Through its past experiences Western (wo)man has learned (hopefully) to distinguish between real value and fake value. He/she is more aware of the pitfalls of the consumption society. He/she grasps the relationship between overconsumption and the collapse of society and nature. The surprise: our Cosmic Vision as described here proves a valuable guideline to understand the positive side of the decay. Decay, cosmically interpreted, means moving from the exhaustion stage back to the Source, where one becomes renewed. In its Bottomlessness everything old, sick, rotten, dead, ugly and evil will be destroyed, simultaneously giving birth to the new, fresh, young, alive, beautiful and good. A society in decay is a society on its way to become reborn, fundamentally reborn, for all old (ego)"values" are disappearing. A cyclical consciousness emerges. Life is not a rat race, but a continuous process of Regeneration (Death & Rebirth). So, how “falling nations” acquire above mentioned positive values? In this regard our Cosmic Vision appears to be indispensable. It is the guideline for a New (Wo)Man and a New World. Our great surprise: they are the same. We are part of the Cosmos, we are our New World. Instead of new political adventures which only will lead to the next disaster, totally unsuitable to bring about Wholeness, we (politics and economics) should take Cosmic Law – humanity rooted in “Heaven, Earth and the (new) Community” - as a guideline. We are at the eve of a universal HOMECOMING. Heed the Call!

“On the way from the Renaissance to our days, we have enriched our experience, but we have lost the concept of a Supreme Complete Entity which used to restrain our passions and our irresponsibility. We have placed too much hope in political and social reforms, only to find out that we were being deprived of our most precious possession: our spiritual life.”

Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Harvard Speech 1978

Maybe I should go into more details. As you know from my writings the problems of the world are closely related to the rise of the ego. Because it is an isolated entity – cut off from the Whole – it is dominated by fear (ANGST), inner emptiness, insecurity, loneliness, meaninglessness and powerlessness. However, humans cannot live with this. The building of a society is largely meant to prevent these emotions coming to our conscious mind. This goes “well” as long as society has sufficient inner coherence. What we see today is that both the “inner worlds” as well as the outer are in decay. It is a proof of the fact that a society built on ego is not sustainable. We are inevitably steering towards inner and outer chaos. While the problems surge, the ego becomes more and more desperate. A few examples. The birth rate in all Western (USA, Europe) and Eastern (Russia, China, Japan) countries goes down dramatically. In a few decades there will be a majority of elderly, while there are not enough young people to take care of them (This is a demographic fact). This alone is enough to cause widespread generational conflicts. The younger generation will not be able to maintain even a limited level of economic activity, enough to feed all. Old age poverty – and not only them, think of the children – becomes epidemic. At the same time chronic and degenerative diseases (Alzheimer) will be unstoppable. These factors are already enough for a collapse of (Western) society. At the same time the ongoing migrations of “refugees” from the Middle East and Africa will totally disrupt European countries. They don’t have the skills to run a complicated technological society. Moreover, these immigrants will have continuous “tribal conflicts” among each other. But this is not all. Through the further decline of Western empire the crisis of the global economic and financial systems becomes permanent. Against the background of ongoing geo-political conflicts, a long period of global instability seems imminent. One can only guess how that works out on the fragile “peace” in the world. The nuclear threat is already our everyday companion. And I am still not talking about the climate crisis! In short, a total collapse seems to be unavoidable. Even the current (EU) and the future (“New World Order”) superstructures cannot turn the tide. A positive side: the global “elite” can forget about their megalomaniac dreams of world hegemony. Everything we undertake right now, including our “We are Cosmos” movement has to be seen against this background. Honestly, my first reaction was that of hopelessness. If the world cannot be saved anymore, what is the use of committing yourself?
For that we have to go to our core problem, our not being aware that we live with an artificial, fake, uprooted “I”, identified with our self-image, an isolated entity, separated from the Whole. The result is a self-centered “I” (ego) that considers itself “the centre of the universe”. In reality it is “thrown upon itself”, obsessed with itself, addicted to itself. To expose this false identity is the first step toward liberation. The second step is to become part of the Whole again. Our core problem is spiritual. What we lack is BEING. So who are we? It is obvious that politics doesn’t have the answer to this our existential crisis. Neither do the existing religions. To get out of the biggest crisis ever we have to go back to the Origin. This is our “discovery”: WE ARE COSMOS! We are part of society, society is part of the earth, the earth is part of the universe, the universe is part of the Eternal Light and the Eternal Light is part of Absolute Nothingness (“Cosmic Womb”). This inclusive Whole is our True Identity.

To put it bluntly: growth, profit, progress is suicidal. The answer is BALANCE on all levels of existence

“Kleinstaaterei” (New 2019)

“They” say: the future is open. It is not. Instead, it is very predictable. We are going to face the climax of decades (centuries) of ruthless greed, materialism. It is the consequence of having lost contact with our inner Essence, with the Whole, with the Community and with Nature. Westeners have become uprooted, one-dimensional creatures, “thrown upon themselves”. “To have as the inability to BE”. We have become blown-up ego’s on a suicide mission. Demographic facts are underlining this. In 2 to 3 decades 2/3 of the West-European are old-age. 2/3 are suffering from chronic disease, degenerative illnesses (Alzheimer) and/or cancer. The remaining 1/3 not only has to keep the society going, but also has to look after the sick majority. You don’t have to be a mathematician to understand that this is an impossibility. In reality this situation will never occur, simply because society will already have become a chaos. Here the migration waves come into play. They are NOT the cause of the collapse, as many tend to think. The cause is the degeneration from within through which migrants can enter the continent without resistance. First there is the decay, then there is the migration. The result is complete chaos. This is the moment the NWO has been waiting for. It is the moment to establish a totalitarian World Government (they think). It will not happen. They will be part of the general social-economic collapse. An overstretched empire is doomed to shrink, if not worse. There is only one solution: it has to come from within.

It has to be sought in what the Germans call “Kleinstaaterei”. This (for them “infamous”) concept, this model of Europe is the only one that can guarantee survival, peace and prosperity of our continent (L. Kohr). Germany of before 1871 consisted of countless smaller and bigger territories, each with its own identity, ruler and political system. Spirituality and culture flowered (“the land of thinkers and poets”), community life was intense, art, handicrafts, people and free-trade prospered and there was long-lasting peace. It was J.W. von Goethe who – in various ways – praised the society of his times. With the transition to the big empire (“Reich”) all the vices of a blown-up ego came to the surface. Big Money and Big Power started to dominate society. Inevitable consequences: World Wars.

We can even go further back in history. To the times of the “Dark Ages” after the collapse of the Roman Empire. With it Christianity – as State Religion – suffered a near-death. It were Irish monks, together with those of the continent, who saved the culture. Through concentrating religious/spiritual life – though living in monasteries – they joined forces that enabled them to achieve the impossible. They not only saved Christianity, but also the entire classical (Greek and Roman) past. We are now in a similar situation. Our initiative – Healing
Communities – is inspired by them. By creating a New Spiritual Nobility we lay the foundation for a New Cosmic Culture.

The second step is the extension towards society. I have called it “Community Democracy”. It is inspired by the Cosmos “As Above, so Below”. The surprise: the organization of the “Kleinstaaterei” comes very close to it. The guiding principle is that of “subsidiairity”. It favours a “bottom-up” society. It starts with the individual. What it can do (for the wellbeing of all) it will do. What it cannot do is delegated to the family. The family does what it can do, what it cannot do is delegated to the street community. The street does what it can do; what it cannot do is delegated to the neighbourhood….What every echelon can do itself it does without interference of “higher authorities”. At the same time the family choses a representative for the street-council; the street community choses its representative for the neighbourhood-council, the neighbourhoods chose their representatives for the commune….and further up, at last including the “Alliance of Free States” (Europe). In this system the decision-making lies at the base. In the end only some “coordinating functions” are left for the “highest echelons”. Just like in the times of the “Kleinstaaterei” (joke: Autonomic Mini-Republics)

In the same way, organizations, companies, associations, corporations are organized. With regard to the economy a unique path is pursued. Current capitalism is the engine behind the greed for more (and more, and more), an unstoppable Devil’s Dance. It very soon will lead to collective suicide. There is no other way but to STOP it. How? By revolution? No. By stopping to support it! Simply by doing nothing. Starting “today” we the people, together, decide to step out of the system. Instead, we all become volunteers, starting to work for the community for the half of the week. This can be done immediately, nobody can stop us when we do. The benefits become clear right from the start. Again, what we can do ourselves we will do: promoting a healthy lifestyle, care for the sick, support for the elderly, community organization, mothers/women leadership, children’s care, schools, decentralized energy systems, organic gardening e.g. agriculture, waste disposal, nature conservation etc. Why tolerate a horrible “communications”-system like 5G when we can have direct contact with our fellow human beings? Why a “Toxic Pyramid” that poisons our body and mind, only because it has to serve the obsession of mass-production? Until recently chronic disease was “individual”. Nowadays Electro-magnetic Radiation + Accumulated Toxic Residues together (“Devil’s Dance”) are the main causes of the current worldwide cancer EPIDEMIC. Even countries that were relatively free from it (Japan, China) are now tormented by it. And not only the old-aged are targeted. The EPIDEMIC character is proved by the fact that cancer is on the surge in young children, adolescents and adults as well. Instead of “individualizing” the disease (regular medicine), we have to acknowledge its tsunami-like development. It is the Devil’s Dance stupid. Both Radiation + Toxicity TOGETHER damage cell-structures, ending up in causing mutation of the DNA. (See my website for my Program for Cancer Patients). In the end a blown-up ego is to blame. We need a revolution of BEING, rather than the ongoing addiction for MORE.

In return of our commitment every working citizen becomes a free basic income, enough to cover basic costs of life: house, energy, eating, education, health care, transportation. Elderly, pregnant women, mothers with up to one year babies, handicapped get a basic income without consideration. By the way, the other half of the week everybody is free to do what he/she wants: leisure, arts, science, travelling, including working for money. The multiple benefits are clear: for the individual soul, for human relationships, for the coherence
of the community, for peace, safety and security, for shared prosperity, for conservation of nature. Everything NOT through (endless) “progress” but through “stepping back”. By stepping back more space is created for spiritual, cultural, social, yes even economic life (free trade). With it we have stopped living the lives of slaves! Note: Subsidiarity is the guiding principle in economics as well. What we can produce/consume ourselves (regionally) we will do; what we cannot manage is produced “nationally”. What cannot be produced that way is produced internationally.

Authors who think similarly e.g.:
E. F. Schumacher (“Small is Beautiful”), L. Kohr (“The Breakdown of Nations”), P. Bagus & A. Marquart (“Wir schaffen das Alleine”)

Europe will only survive if it somehow built on coherent communities. If not, chaos will destroy our continent. This is true for both the Europeans and Immigrants. The decay of the former and the surge of the latter cannot be stopped. They are two sides of the same coin. All efforts in the direction of “multiculturalism” have failed. How should foreigners integrate into a society that itself is not integrated? A society that only consists of alienated, isolated and atomized ego’s? A new structure of society is direly needed. Thus, drop all power manipulations, let the people speak. Europe has to be split up in “Kleinstaaten” based on the different cultures. I have distinguished them in White, Grey, Black and Sharia (Muslim) States. In fact this is nothing new. Countries like China and Russia contain countless “Autonomic Regions”, in which minorities live peacefully together with the main culture. In recent times it was Nelson Mandela who advocated a „Homeland-policy“ (decentralized, self-souvereign and basicdemocratic) for the various South-African peoples. Media-manipulation has prevented us from learning from these examples. At the same time this fragmentation prevents that players are given free reign to their dreams of world dominance. The Kleinstaaten should maintain a balance of power between them. **White Kleinstaaten** consist of those original Europeans who want to live in the context of their own traditions. **Grey States** consists of those leftists, Jews, globalists and their supporters, together with an “equal” number of immigrants, who still “believe” in multiculturalism. They should have all the chance to put it into practice. **Black States** are States who share their African backgrounds, beliefs, traditions, customs, social organizations. Last but not least (…) **Sharia States** are Muslim States, where religion is determining social structure. On paper this is an ideal solution. In practice (obviously) it is a little more difficult to realize. The main problem is that in 2-3 decades Europeans are a languishing minority, one that struggles for cultural renewal (our “We are Cosmos!” Initiative is a part of it!). The vast majority consists of immigrants. It means – also because of their high birth-rates – that these masses will occupy most of the Kleinstaaten. Many don’t want to be integrated into Western society at all. The only chance is that they will find their place in the context of their own cultural-religious traditions. In order to exist, the various Kleinstaaten have NO choice but to assimilate their members It also means that Europeans have to actively fight for their values: free speech, civil rights, etc. They have to protect their territories. They have to force the immigrants to respect them (...). Everybody should be mobilized against aggressive behavior. I recommend mothers (children, women and their partners) to solidarize. In order to protect yourself you should create a kind of tribes. Violence against women has utmost priority. Rapist should be severely (maximally) punished e.g. become extradited. Every Kleinstaat should realize that its prosperity depends on peaceful co-existence with all others. Interconnectedness and inter-cooperation between all States is a condition for survival. So, all have to sign the Constitution of the Alliance of European Free States. **The Alliance consists of structure and content. It is a patchwork of**
small states, all based on Cosmic Law: man rooted in "Heaven, Earth and the Community". The amazing thing is that this starting point is very familiar to many (Africans, Muslims). In their homeland this is the binding social-cultural factor. So they can build on their own tradition, which at the same time will increase their responsibility for their new society. The Muslims also know it from their sacred writings, eg. Al-Arabi and Rumi. The famous scientist Seyyed Hossein Nasr has built all his work on it. All great cultures: Russia, China, India, Latin-America acknowledge it*. In Bali it is called „Tri Hita Karana”. For the Alliance as a whole, "Heaven, Earth and the Community" means the cement that holds everything together. It is so perfectly logical e.g. natural that everyone can accept it without reserve. It is the guarantor of wholeness, peaceful coexistence and justice. It also makes it clear that Europe cannot exist without a cosmic foundation.

*See Book “Origin” 3, p. 235-335 for an extensive elaboration.

Free trade is the basis for mutual exchange. At the same time, corporate big capitalism e.g. global finance capital should be restrained. The modest size of the small states makes it impossible for capital to outstrip everything. Dynamic equilibrium rather than unbridled profit should regulate the markets. There should never again be a system of criminal overproduction and consumption. At the same time, we have to give up territories in exchange for peaceful co-existence. I am sorry to say this, but this is the price we Europeans have to pay (some say for 500 years of colonial exploitation). If we don’t give it to them, they will take it from us-violently! The (young and vital) newcomers have to create their own social structure, generate their own wealth, provide their own security and cannot count on any subsidies e.g, privileges from the whites. For the immigrants to live here is already a huge upgrading, the whites on the other hand experience a further decay (ego-crisis, deterioration, old age, sickness), (for a while, before a turning-point sets in). To them it is corresponding with an inevitable lowering of technological, scientific, social and economic standards. "Back to the Middle Ages" I hear people exclaim scornfully. Question: “how do you know the Middle Ages” were worse compared to modern times? Are our times threatened by increasing violence and (nuclear) war, climate disaster, decay of human relations, ruthless commercialization, chronic, degenerative and cancer epidemics on a huge scale, loss of all spiritual, human and ecological values better? Those who say this, have a corrupted soul, not able to distinguish between what is important in life. I prefer a “Middle Ages” by far. I yearn for spiritual values, living in Unity with the Whole, where people treat each other with respect, based on mutual support and friendship, in a self-sovereign society, based on community democracy, where big wars are impossible, enjoying optimal health and a balanced mind, being content with the gifts life is granting us, sharing our too much with the needy, leading simple lives, cherishing the richness of a green nature, together promoting models of cooperation to achieve a better world. The point is: we have to take the initiative. Waiting until “the soup boils over” is too late (the first Muslim ghetto’s are already in the making). My proposal is to make “Kleinstaaterei” a project of the “We are Cosmos!” Movement, taking concrete steps in creating White, Grey, Black and Sharia States. (PS. Already in the nineteen’s I “discovered” Green Men & Wise Women” as the archetypes of a New World. See website: “European Pilgrim Network of Green Men & Wise Women).PS. Images/maps of historical “Kleinstaaterei” in Google. PS. Our Dutch beer brewer A. Heineken (together with H.Wesseling & W. vd Doel, university of Leiden) cherished very similar ideas.
There are still people who think our “We are Cosmos” initiative is part of globalization. Both Cosmos and “globe” represent universalism, they say. Nothing is further from the Truth. I will summarize it for you. Globalization is a dictatorial political system, advocated by the global neo-liberal elite with the aim to rule and exploit the world. It consists of an authoritarian world government, an exploitative neo-capitalist financial-economic system and a total control over the “masses”. Important to know: People all over the world resist this. E.g. 70% of the population of Europe reject the EU. Because having no other choice people seek refuge in models of the past: nationalism. All kinds of right-wing parties arise aiming at restoring the national state, Christianity and the family. Although understandable this won’t work. Why? Because the national state is just a mini-EU based on state (party) dictatorship, exploitation by the financial system (banks) and control of people’s privacy. It won’t solve the real problems. Moreover, Western states can neither restore Christianity nor the family, since the latter have disintegrated already a long time ago. Conclusion is that no political system in the world (“divide and rule”) can bring about unity among the people. Unity can only come from the dimension that exists beyond the world of division. And that is the realm of Cosmic META-Philosophy. We wholeheartedly agree with many famous philosophers of the past: Eriugena, Cusanus, Bruno, Boehme, Spinoza, Goethe, Nietzsche and Wagner, including many more recent thinkers: Helmuth James Graf von Moltke, Dag Hammarskjöld, Teilhard de Chardin, M.Heidegger. Von Moltke considered religion (we would say „Cosmos“) the necessary foundation for the spiritual renewal of Germany and the European Community of Nations.”Only the Divine Order can achieve Wholeness and Peace”. Crucial is to realize that we all are part of the “Cosmos”. It is thus NOT imposed on the people (like a political system). The “only” thing to do is making our Cosmic Insight a visible reality. This Reality (Cosmic Intelligence, Consciousness) of which we are a part includes all forms. In the Cosmos Unity is the celebration of Diversity! They are NOT contradictory. “Emptiness and its endless forms (universe)” constitute Cosmic Balance. Therefore, only the Cosmos is able to create a society, that has both a common Vision on the one hand and a broad variety of “local lifestyles” (autonomic societies) on the other. It starts with the Origin (Void, Cosmic Womb) giving birth to the Eternal Light, hence our “inner Light” (True Self) being our True Identity (instead of our ego). It is the core of Self-sovereignty as the basic principle on all levels of society. In the Cosmos everything is interrelated, so is our social structure (“CommunityDemocracy”). Furthermore, the Cosmos is ruled by a “dynamic balance”, so is our (eco)economic system. With regard to people: Cosmic Consciousness is manifesting itself as our True Self, while our body/mind is part of the universe. Sadly enough, in reality (wo)mankind has identified itself with a part (ego/self) only, though. Hence we are uprooted, alienated, isolated entities. We are “using” only a fraction of our intelligence. The purpose of life – both individually and collectively - is to bring “Below” in accordance with “Above”.

My prophecy? The Western world, where the ego is most bloated, collapses first. That could be very uncomfortable for daily life. For the inner life, however, it could be a (big) chance. Because when the ego collapses, the way to the within is freed. It is of utmost interest to make people aware of this situation. Because only if the crisis is understood spiritually/cosmically, a renewal - from within - can take place. Europe/USA is then characterized by chaos, in which center a new culture emerges.
Because the "Whites" have lost their majority, this will first emerge in the form of small META-religious groups. In the meantime, non-Western cultures (China, Russia, India, Latin America, Africa) further expand their ego dominated, materialistic world. However, they too are confronted with their growth limits. The planet cannot bear a world population consisting of a mostly middle-class (and elite) population (including masses of poor and poorest). Their consumer addiction will literally devour the earth. So again a crisis arises, one that this time covers the entire planet. Humanity as a whole stands with its back against the wall. All economic/political "solutions" will fail. It is the “glorious hour” of cosmic/spiritual consciousness, because only the transition of the ego-culture to a cosmic culture can (still) save the world, where not desire, profit, lust for power, progress, accumulation, exploitation rule, but a balance on all levels of society. Here, the Western (wo)man (small groups of teachers) (again) could lead the way. Because they have “seen” everything, suffered everything, experienced everything and left everything behind. This all still far away? Do not make a mistake. Prepare NOW.

The Way to restore Wholeness thus has to start with ourselves. Our motto is: “Healing yourself, Healing each other, Healing the World”. People all over the world are searching for meaning. They increasingly suffer from a society that only promotes narcissism. They feel isolated from their deeper Self, from nature and from the community. Hence we made WE ARE COSMOS the centre of our effort. With "The Great Learning" (China 400 BC) as a guideline (to begin with yourself, subsequently drawing concentric circles, including your family, the street, your friends, your colleagues, the neighbourhood, the commune etc.) our Movement will rapidly spread “to all directions”. You start small: there are PEOPLE (animals, plants) everywhere who can be saved. It means it will be very worthwhile to commit yourself to peace, healing, wholeness, trust, integrity, justice, community building and sustainability, EVEN if it is only for limited groups of people. You may compare this with the Dark Ages where monks founded monasteries (“Healing Communities”) and thus saved the culture. Similarly we consider ourselves as the seeds of a New World. You simply commit yourself because you are convinced of the “good cause”, regardless the result of your actions. Moreover, to work for concrete people, instead of “abstractions” like “society”, gives your work an absolute surplus value. Your driving force is compassion. Compassion is inclusive – like a mother who cares for her children – whether you work for believers or unbelievers, white people or foreigners, rich or poor. You are an instrument of the Cosmos. The Cosmos is the Bottomless Vessel of Regeneration. It is not us who can save the world, the Cosmos will. Our priority: to found “Healing Communities” around the world based on “We are Cosmos”. My whole heart is with our beautiful planet: people, animals, plants, mountains, rivers and clouds, alike. Heed the call of your own heart! People everywhere are searching for meaning, inner balance and community. We dearly need people who take the lead in committing themselves to save the world. The only thing that you can lose is your ego! We already did a first step. Be welcome to our curriculum "Cosmic Leadership".

JOIN US!
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